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Exposure 

 
Jesus exposes the religious leaders as hypocrites. 
 
They tie up heavy burdens, hard to bear, and lay them on 
the shoulders of others, but they themselves are unwilling 
to lift a finger to move them. They do all their deeds to be 
seen by others. They love to have the place of honor at 
banquets and the best seats, to be greeted with respect, to 
have people call them by their titles. 
 
Cruel, stupid, or merely shallow? Crafting policies that 
make people poor and them blaming them for being poor 
seems to be the order of the day, just as in Jesus' time. But 
I'm also a hypocrite, through sheer lack of involvement 
and maybe purposeful ignorance. 
 
Jesus' calling us out on our hypocrisy reminds me of The 
Emperor's New Clothes, the Hans Christian Anderson 
fairy tale in which a couple of con-artists take advantage 
of a sovereign's vanity. The out-of-town tailors “weave” 
the finest garments in secret, promising that only stupid 
people will not be able to see the magic fabric. From time 

to time the weavers 
show the emperor their 
progress, which, of 
course, the emperor can't 
see, but not wanting to 
let on that he's a fool, 
goes along with what he 
never suspects is a hoax. 
Finally the day comes 
for a great public parade 
where the Emperor will 

show off his new clothes. After dressing the Emperor in 
his fine garments, the weavers, having been paid 
handsomely, slip away. All the townspeople pretend to 
admire the emperor's new clothes as he struts through the 
crowd, naked, for all to see. But one child, having no fear 
of being thought foolish, cries out that the Emperor has no 
clothes! But the Emperor keeps on, although fearful that 
the child may be correct, and that he's been exposed for 
his own foolishness. 
 
The story worried me when I was young, because I rightly 
assumed I would not be like the innocent, truth-telling 
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child, but I'd go along with the crowd, admiring the non-
existent garment on the vain king. Or, worse, I was the 
king himself parading around in false finery. But I suppose 
to my credit, that meant that I “got” the point of the story. 
 
Jesus says directly, you are not to be like the 
hypocrites. Don't let anyone call you teacher. There's one 
teacher. The greatest among you must be your servant. All 
who exalt themselves will be humbled, and all who humble 
themselves will be exalted. Take responsibility, for 
heaven's sake ! 
 
Similar to The Emperor's New Clothes are the countless 
oral stories where the beggar on the road is found to be 
Christ or Elijah. These stories pour a different fear into my 
heart; that I will miss the coming of Christ by ignoring the 
hungry, thirsty, the stranger, the naked, the sick, the 
prisoners (Matthew 25:31-46). 
 
All I can do is watch warily, and be helpful to everyone I 
can, knowing what I see isn't necessarily the whole truth.  

~ Suzanne Guthrie, At the Edge of Enclosure 
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Reflecting on the Word 
 

____1st Reading:  Joshua 3:7-17 
 

What reason does God give for crossing the river in this 
way? What message is God sending to the people – and to 
their enemies, who would surely hear about this?  God 
made the people pack up all their things and prepare to 
cross… even while the river was still raging. Why does 
this matter?  Why do you think God made the people step 
into the water before the miracle began to happen?  Why 
would God send the Ark of the Covenant first? Then have 
the priests stand with it in the middle of the river while 
the people passed across?  Considering the people had 
been wandering around the desert for 40 years, why 
would it be important to the people that God was not only 
going with them, but ahead of them?  What kind of faith 
is required of us sometimes? When should we wait for 
things to calm down, and when should we step on faith 
into the “river?”  Faith Element 

 
____Psalm Reading:  Psalm 107:1-7, 33-37  

 
How do you need the Lord to come through for you?  
Who are the redeemed?  What should they do?  What do 
these verses teach us about judgment on the wicked?  
What do these verses teach us about blessing for the 
righteous?  What does faith have to do with persistence 
and boldness?  What is your impossible situation? What 
can you do right now in your impossible situation? What 
can God do right now in your impossible situation?  Joyful 
and Successful 

____3rd Reading:  1 Thessalonians 2:9-13  
 

What is a life that is “worthy” of God? What is the 
evidence that their faith was genuine? Should all religious 
leaders work night and day to support themselves?  How 
can you urge people to live a life “worthy of God” without 
being legalistic? Have you suffered because of the gospel, 
or was it your own fault?  Is your hope and joy for the 
future centered on other people?  Grace Communion 
International 
 

____4th Reading:  Matthew 23:1-12 
 

How do self-esteem and humility relate to each other?  
What do you think Jesus is trying to say to the crowds and 
disciples? What do you think those around him thought of 
his message? How would you have reacted to Jesus, if you 
were a Pharisee? Have you ever known someone who 
gives all the hard work to others while sitting by? What 
would Jesus would warn against if he was telling us this 
today? How would this scripture passage read differently if 
Jesus were talking to us today? What does it mean to be a 
disciple today?  What are burdens laid on the people today 
by religion? What value do you see in the "trappings" of 
religion?  How do you react to "bumper-sticker" theology?  
Lesson Plans that Work, Weekly Seeds 

 

Praying Toward Sunday 
 

Teach us the courage, O God, 
to turn from what seems so natural, so safe: 
the way of grasping power, 
and befriending the powerful, 
in the hope of protection and security. 
Teach us the humility, O God, 
to turn from what is so enticing, so persuasive: 
the way of accumulating things, 
and trusting in wealth, 
in the hope of comfort and life 
Lead us, O God, in another way, 
the way of true security, true wealth, 
the way of Christ, the servant, 
the way of weakness and simplicity. 
Lead us, O God, in another way, 
the way of caring for the neglected, 
feeding the hungry, 
housing the homeless, 
protecting the threatened, 
and challenging the powerful, 
the foolish way of the Gospel, 
that brings salvation to all. Amen.  
 

~ John van de Laar, Sacredise 

To yield is to be preserved whole. 
To be bent is to become straight 
To be empty is to be full. 
To be worn out is to be renewed. 
To have little is to possess. 
To have plenty is to be perplexed. 
Therefore the sage embraces the One 
And becomes the model of the world. 
He does not show himself; therefore he is luminous. 
He does not justify himself; therefore he becomes 
prominent. 
He does not boast of himself; therefore he is given 
credit. 
He does not brag; therefore he can endure for long. 
It is precisely because he does not compete 
  that the world cannot compete with him. 
Is the ancient saying, "To yield is to be preserved 
whole" empty words? 
Truly he will be preserved, and all will come to him. 

~ Tao Te Ching 22, via Suzanne Guthrie, At the Edge of 
Enclosure 
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